
ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe our experience with the long-
term, widespread use of CoWeb, an asynchronous collabo-
rative tool that is mostly used to complement existing face-
to-face groups (such as classes). The CoWeb is an open-
ended tool that does not enforce or explicitly support spe-
cific roles or usage, yet several well-defined uses and roles
have emerged over time. In our design methodology, we
recognize these roles and refine our collaboration environ-
ment to better support them.
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INTRODUCTION: DESIGN METHODOLOGY BASED ON 
ROLE IDENTIFICATION
In a traditional software methodology, tasks are assumed to
be well structured, the domain well-understood, and
thereby system requirements can be determined by a formal
needs-assessment [12]. Creating a flexible collaboration
tool that aims to be domain independent and offers the
users opportunity to create their own structure does not fit
well into this methodology.
Instead, we subscribe to an iterative design process. As a
collaborative tool matures, new problems and phenomena
appear. Initially, the main problem is getting the collabora-
tion to happen. Next, the focus becomes supporting long-
term and wide-spread use. Different roles emerge from this
process. Finally, the developmental focus shifts to support-
ing these roles. This paper describes the roles we saw
emerging in our work on CoWeb, and explains how we
have refined CoWeb to better support these roles.
In January, 1998, we introduced the CoWeb (short for Col-
laborative Website), a new collaborative tool, to Georgia
Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech). Introduction was
made by simply mailing a few faculty who were interested

in educational technology and offering them a URL where
a sample CoWeb could be found. In that first academic
term, almost 1000 students used the CoWeb across some
half-dozen classes. Over the last two years, the growth of
the CoWeb at Georgia Tech has been enormous. Over 120
CoWebs are now in use, with the majority of these being
used to support course activities. We utilize ten servers to
support this load. The uses and users of the CoWeb are
diverse; CoWeb-using classes spread across the academic
landscape of Georgia Tech, including Architecture, Chemi-
cal Engineering, Mathematics, English, Biology, and Com-
puter Science [3, 5]. In these two years, we have had the
opportunity to recognize and support a variety of roles
associated with the CoWeb and its use.
By roles, we mean specific concerns and activities associ-
ated with individuals who choose to use the CoWeb. Like
Smith, Hixon, and Horan, we define a role as a human con-
struct created and sustained by the interaction of minds
[11], but our roles extend on and off-line and are not associ-
ated with capabilities within the shared space. Rather, like
Stahl, we see learning as a rich social process, where it is
the designers job to support and encourage these social pro-
cesses [10]. Also, like Karsten and Jones, we find that the
environment (CoWeb in our case; Lotus Notes in theirs) is
used as a complement to face-to-face interactions and the
overall interaction is changed by the affordances of the on-
line environment [7]. So, the roles we see are products of
the social process and the affordances of our environment.
Thus, we can support specific roles without making them
explicit in the environment.
Several of the roles we have identified are infrastructure
roles, but unlike Star and Ruleder [12], our sense of roles
are very explicit and are associated with individuals. We do
not have a sense of individuals moving between roles as
“levels,” but rather, that these roles are natural, stable (i.e.,
the role does not disappear after a period of time), and
probably appear in most long-term CSCL (Computer Sup-
ported Collaborative Learning) and CSCW (Computer Sup-
ported Cooperative Work) applications. Our effort has been
spent in recognizing, refining, and supporting the roles we
have recognized.
THE COWEB AND ITS USES
The CoWeb is conceptually based on the WikiWikiWeb (or
Wiki) by Ward Cunningham (http://c2.com/cgi-bin/wiki).
The Wiki invites all users to edit any page within the web-
site, and add new pages using only a regular web browser.
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The text is edited in an HTML text area without special
applets or plug-ins. The Wiki is an unusual collaboration
space in its total freedom, ease of access and use, and lack
of structure. The Wiki is inherently democratic—every user
has exactly the same capabilities as any other user. Where
CoWebs strays from this principle is to assist when the nat-
ural social process has broken down. For instance, there is
an administrator password that will allow the password
holder to unlock pages; this is most often used when a nov-
ice user accidentally locks a page that is clearly communal
property. For the most part, CoWeb allows for web collabo-
ration without dealing with accounts and passwords. As
one professor commented: “I just like the interaction that it
enables. It’s basically a whiteboard that everyone can write
on. Protections are always kind of a pain.” On top of being
an interface problem, unequal capabilities influence which
roles users fill rather than allowing them to develop through
the social process; this is particularly important for roles
that are ill-defined.
Like the Wiki, the CoWeb looks like a fairly traditional
website, except that every page has a set of buttons at the
top that allow the user to do various things such as edit the
page, (un)lock the page, or view the history of the page
over time. Links between pages are easily created by refer-
encing pages within the same site by name (e.g., *Page
Name*). If a page with the given name doesn’t already
exist, a create link shows up next to the name upon save;
clicking on this creates the new page (See Figure 1).
The CoWeb differs from the Wiki in several important
respects:
• The CoWeb is implemented in Squeak [6], a cross-plat-

form and open-source freeware version of Smalltalk 
(Hence, the original name of the CoWeb, Swiki for 
“Squeak Wiki”). This has allowed us to use the CoWeb 

on virtually any server platform available, which has 
reduced one constraint on growth. The open-source 
freeware aspect of Squeak has encouraged community 
development and is somewhat responsible for the diver-
sity of the roles we see.

• Where the Wiki provided a simple text notation but 
without HTML, the CoWeb supports both a simple text 
notation and HTML. The difference is due to our audi-
ence. In our academic community, most users know 
some HTML, and they want to use their prior knowl-
edge.

• Unlike the more free-wheeling discussion-based context 
of Wiki, our use has been to encourage a specific con-
text per CoWeb. Normally, each course has its own 
CoWeb. While CoWeb believes in equal power to all 
users, it is being used in contexts where there is some-
one “in charge” (the teacher or teaching assistants), 
whose words carry more weight than those of others, 
even if that person has no more additional capabilities 
than other users.

• CoWeb is easily adaptable. Many of our CoWebs con-
tain extra features that were designed for those specific 
sites. For instance, two CoWebs allow users to easily 
share Matlab code. Other sites show “hot spots” at the 
top of every page.

Surprisingly, security has not been a problem in either the
Wiki or the CoWeb, despite its open policy. Each has
backup mechanisms in place that can be used for damage
recovery, whether malicious or accidental, though little
malicious damage occurs. We have even been struck by
how well-behaved (e.g., fewer flames, more courteous lan-
guage) students are on the CoWeb compared to the same
students on a newsgroup. We hypothesize several possible
reasons for this, though we have not studied this explicitly.

Figure 1: Viewing / Editing a CoWeb page in a Standard Web Browser



First, the public nature where anyone with a browser can
visit may cause users to be more aware of their audience.
Second, the persistent nature of the CoWeb (unlike a news-
group, CoWeb pages are frequently revisited) may cause
user to think of them as community property. Third, the
web’s growing status in our society may cause users to
respect a web space more. 
Originally, Mark Guzdial implemented CoWeb on top of
Squeak’s PWS (Pluggable Web Server). Jochen Rick rede-
signed CoWeb, which now works on top of the Comanche
webserver by Bolot Kerimbaev. Comanche runs at 30% the
speed of Apache for simple file serving. Like Artefact [2]
and other tools to create dynamic web materials, PWS and
Comanche support lightweight creation of artifacts. Served
items can be created with embedded Squeak to ease the def-
inition of dynamic materials. Unlike many other tools,
however, Comanche lives inside of Squeak, so the creation
of new kinds of served-artifacts is made easier through the
Squeak IDE (Integrated Development Environment) and
the many pre-defined multimedia objects available in
Squeak. For example, a Comanche server module that
would like to serve sounds or images need only return an
instance of the Squeak classes SampledSound or Form.
Conversion and appropriate MIME-typing is handled by
Comanche and its support classes. This kind of automatic-
ity eases the development of new kinds of dynamic web
resources.
The uses of the CoWeb have varied dramatically across the
different CoWebs. We identify four general categories of
use:
• Collaborative artifact creation: In many classes, stu-

dents using the CoWeb are collaborating to create some 
artifact. In some cases, the artifact being created is the 
website itself, with pages offering essays or particular 
information, such as discussions, that are created by stu-
dents collaboratively. In other cases, the artifact is an 
analysis of a report or even a poem which is collabora-
tively marked-up and commented upon by the class. In 
still other cases, students are working on external arti-
facts (e.g., multimedia presentations) and use the 
CoWeb for coordination, planning, and distributing ver-
sions.

• Review activities: The CoWeb lends itself to sharing 
work and inviting comment. The reviewers may be 
internal (e.g., peer, students, teachers) or even external 
users. One of our most successful CoWebs was in 
Architecture where expert architects reviewed students’ 
“pin-ups” on-line [14]. The very simple user interface of 
the CoWeb facilitated involvement by outside experts 
with little instruction and no specialized hardware or 
software. Instructors often use the CoWeb to comment 
on student’s work and get students to comment on each 
other’s work.

• Case library creation: CoWebs are frequently used as 
persistent spaces across offerings of a given course. As 
such, the contributions to the CoWeb of students in one 
offering of a course become information sources, and 
even advice, to later students. In some CoWebs, the cre-
ation of advice and information for future students 

becomes an explicit activity. Students post assignments, 
resources, and even “letters to future students” in the 
CoWeb to serve as cases for others.

• Distributing information: In our educational context, 
connecting the students with the instructor(s) and man-
aging the class context are important activities. Because 
of the web environment, it is easy for users to link other 
web artifacts to the site for review or commentary. For 
some classes, connecting students to the professor has 
been critical to both the usefulness and the usage. In 
other classes, a shift of agency from teacher-student to 
student-student communication took place to the point 
that students agree that they learned as much from each 
other as from the teacher [4].

Figure 2 demonstrates these four uses of CoWeb with
screenshots and descriptions of actual usage; the names
have been changed (where possible) for anonymity.
Unlike tools such as EditThisPage.com or Microsoft
FrontPage, the main purpose of the CoWeb is not to pro-
duce carefully crafted websites aimed at the casual web
user. While the CoWeb can be used in this role, it is far
more often used to involve visitors in the collaborative cre-
ation of the website. In our recognition of roles, we see
author as being much more common than merely visitor,
though we see both as important roles to support.
RECOGNIZING AND SUPPORTING ROLES
Over the course of the two years and over 15,000 CoWeb
pages, we have recognized a variety of roles for our users,
where the user may not always be someone directly using
our software interface. These users may be students adding
content, a teacher conducting an educational activity, or a
systems administrator providing new pedagogical tools for
the faculty she supports. As we have recognized roles, we
have attempted to provide features and new tools to address
the concerns and activities of these users. The below dis-
cussion describes the roles, in roughly the order in which
we recognized them, and how we adapted our software to
meet their needs.
Authors
The most obvious role the CoWeb engenders (based on its
foundation of the Wiki) is that of collaborative author. The
main activity of a collaborative author is adding content
(adding to existing pages or creating new pages). The
author creates the collaborative artifacts, case libraries, and
submits material for review; thus, he seeks to:
• find places to add content
• make sure that content is properly accessible
• find out where new content has been added
• create links between content (along the lines of Terveen 

and Hill’s “emergent collaboration” [13])
• (as we discovered) recapture previously edited or modi-

fied content.
There were several features in the original Wiki that sup-
ported collaborative authors, and we merely copied them
into the CoWeb. For example, a recent changes feature lists
all pages in the site by the date on which they were last
modified, most recent date on top; this makes it easy to find
new or newly modified pages. Creating links by simply



Figure 2: Examples of CoWeb Usage (Screenshots and Explanations of Use)

In this CoWeb page, a student presented the work he had
done for an architecture project by uploaded several pictures
and sketches and explaining how these artifacts influenced
his design. From there, class members (instructors, students,
etc.) were able to review the work and give feedback.

This CoWeb page was used by the instructor, of a class on
educational technology, to distribute information (mainly
class assignments). The CoWeb easily allowed her to post
assignments with links to the relevant papers and to other
parts of the CoWeb where students could share their work or
begin related discussions.

This CoWeb page was used by students for collaborative
artifact creation, where the artifact created was a summary
overview of cirrhosis. The CoWeb allowed for the authors to
easily access the information, be informed of changes, and
add new content.

In this CoWeb page, a student in an object-oriented program-
ming class uses the CoWeb for case library creation. For
extra credit, she posts her project design and gives examples
of working code. Other students will be able to use this case
in future classes.



typing a specially constructed phrase is a feature common
to Wiki and CoWeb.
Though malicious damage was infrequent, accidental dam-
age was common. A frequent cause was users overwriting
one another’s changes during heated contributions to a sin-
gle page. From the very beginning, CoWeb stored all ver-
sions of a page. Initially, users sent e-mail messages to the
administrator to get pages restored. Later versions of PWS
CoWeb allowed users to access the last three versions of a
page on-line, but even that proved insufficient. The latest
version of CoWeb allows access to all previous versions of
the page. In addition to keeping the complete history of a
page, CoWeb also informs users if they are trying to over-
write a page with a version older than the saved version,
asking the user to combine the two versions.
Since their work is openly accessible, some students fear
that others might maliciously or accidentally wipe out their
work. To ease these fears, we installed a locking mecha-
nism that stops users without the password from editing the
content (See Figure 1). If commentary on this work is still
important, other users can be allowed to add to the page
using the “Add to this Page” feature, but they cannot delete
previous material.
Purpose Agents
For our use in education, another obvious role is the
teacher. The concerns of a teacher are that students engage
in useful learning activities with the CoWeb. Teachers give
a purpose, or context, to the various activities that occur on
the CoWeb. They may not be the most active users, but
their actions greatly effect the use. Most activities that
occur on the CoWeb are encouraged, or at least approved,
by the teacher. To meet this end, teachers create a set of
pages in a CoWeb to support certain activities: discussion
pages, review-and-critique pages, and pages where students
are expected to post work or personal pages. Usually, the
teacher also uses the CoWeb to distribute class information
to the students.
One of the concerns of teachers that we have learned to
support is the creation of useful navigation. Students gener-
ally follow the structure of the CoWeb; however, a student-
created case on the “Cases” page will probably not have a
link from the case back to the “Cases” page, but teachers
(and future students) would find such a link helpful. Thus,
we added facilities to the CoWeb to automatically create
back references: a list of links to the pages that contain ref-
erences to the current page (See Figure 1). This feature
automatically creates a useful set of navigation links which
serve to make more useful the page structure created ini-
tially by the teacher.
Central Users
Because of the unstructured nature of the CoWeb and given
that each user may have their own opinion of what that
structure should be, CoWebs may become disorganized
fairly quickly. To solve this problem, there is often a user
who manages the meta concept of the structure. Their main
interaction with the CoWeb is to guide the interaction of the
authors to better structurally define the space. For instance,
central users often integrate exceptional work into a case

library, so that it is more prominently displayed. Although
this role is sometimes filled by the teacher, it is more often
done by others, such as teaching assistants or active stu-
dents. In CoWebs where this role is not centralized to one
person, the site often is hard to oversee, and redundant
information flourishes.
To help the central users redefine the space, Comanche
CoWeb allows users to change the title of any page without
destroying the links to that page (See Figure 1). We have
found that using the same CoWeb over several terms of a
class is beneficial, as students are able to use the previous
class’s work as cases by which to model their own work.
Being able to change the page titles allows the central user
for these sites to more easily merge the “new term” context
with the old space; for instance, the old “Homework Set
#5” page can be changed to “Fall 1999: Homework Set #5.”
Since the central user has not been predetermined, they are
often self selected. These users sense the necessity of the
role and have enough social power and technological famil-
iarity to fill the position. The emergence of a central user is
similar to Bonnie Nardi’s emergence of local developers in
programming communities [8]. They appear because there
is a social need for their existence. Nardi noted that the
function of the informal local developer can also be
replaced by a formal permanent position [8]. In several of
what we consider successful CoWebs, there are formal cen-
tral users (such as teaching/research assistants).
Peripheral Users
Two roles that emerged on the CoWeb over time were those
of viewers (i.e., visitors who were just viewing material but
not contributing) and reviewers, who were often external to
the University and were offering advice to students.
Whether these roles emerged depended strongly on the spe-
cific context of that site. In particular, Architecture classes
consider it valuable for students to present their work to
external critics for review [14]. Often, students invited their
friends and family to look at their personal page(s). The
peripheral users were invited by a member of the core (cen-
tral users, purpose agents, and authors) users; central users
and purpose agents invited reviewers, while authors invited
viewers. In contrast to the other roles, the peripheral users
were supported mainly through the actions of the core users
instead of the developers. As developers, our focus
becomes creating features that better enable the core users
to support the peripheral users.
For visitors, we, as developers, added nothing explicitly to
support them; supporting navigation for authors also sup-
ported viewing concerns and activities. Supporting review-
ers proved a bit more difficult; reviewers are infrequent
(peripheral) visitors who do not want to learn much to con-
tribute. To ease the learning curve and support easier col-
laboration, we added three features.
• Reviewers and authors could annotate a page with their 

e-mail address to be informed whenever the page 
changed. Reviewers could use this feature to receive 
notice when students (or other reviewers) responded to 
their comments.



• The central users with the help of the administrator 
could set up some templates that changed the open-
ended text area to a prompted multi-field submission. 
Thus, users could be scaffolded along the process of 
reviewing and creating documents for review.

• Authors could add special notations that created small 
text areas and “Add to page” buttons that enabled addi-
tions to the page without fully editing the page (See Fig-
ure 1). This has proven to be useful in enabling viewers 
and reviewers to contribute without facing a whole page 
of source.

Site Designers
As the diversity of uses of the CoWeb grew, a standard
look-and-feel was found insufficient by some of the users.
For example, in one class studying a short story that was
later made into a movie, the teacher wanted to incorporate
elements of the movie into the interface on every page. Site
designers want to tweak the “look and feel” of their site,
without modifying all other CoWebs on the same server,
and with minimal exposure to underlying issues of HTTP
and Squeak code. However, manipulating HTML was
acceptable and even expected by these designer.
From the earliest form of the CoWeb, the “look and feel” of
a CoWeb was defined in terms of template files that were
mixed HTML and dynamic tags. These template are evalu-
ated at run-time to translate them into the HTML that was
actually served to the client. Asking site designers to edit
the template files was acceptable to them. They were able
to easily understand what was happening, and were able to
modify the HTML around the dynamic tags. But, as the
CoWeb has gained features, the number of templates
increased and modifying templates became more tedious.
Current CoWebs offer three facilities to ease this burden:
• CoWebs have an inheritance hierarchy associated with 

them, so that the “look and feel” can be defined as a 
composition of features from existing CoWebs. This 
allows for a certain customization without dealing with 
HTML or Squeak.

• Simple modifications to the looks can be made over a 
web interface. For instance, the image directory, which 
is responsible for the icons at the top of the page, can be 
pointed to any web directory. Thus, the site designer 
could work on these images in their web space without 
having to have access to the hosting machine.

• We are creating utilities that will ease the editing and 
development of new CoWeb interfaces.

Developers
The CoWeb has proven itself useful at Georgia Tech as a
general mechanism for collaboration, besides its role in
CSCL. As such, it has been used as collaboration support
for other projects. For example, CoWeb has been integrated
with the Classroom 2000 project for capture-and-retrieval
of lectures in order to create a collaboration and discussion
space off Classroom 2000 [1, 9]. In another project, the
CoWeb was used to create a “collaborative radio;” users
upload sound files and “play lists” which were used to
define broadcasts on a small FM transmitter. In both of
these cases, the flexibility of and access to the underlying

structure was critical. The CoWeb merely provided a col-
laborative framework; the contents of those documents or
the indices to them were manipulated by software external
to the CoWeb.
Because of the open-source freeware aspect of Squeak,
other people outside of our group have been able to develop
applications using the CoWeb infrastructure. To satisfy
these developers, an open framework was necessary that
could easily allow for modification. This framework has
proven effective. For instance, one external developer was
able to translate the CoWeb from English to German by
modifying the configuration files and without modifying
the core software.
Administrators
As the CoWeb grew in popularity across campus, interest in
setting up new servers grew. In some cases, departments
wanted to set up their own servers for their faculty. The
more common case was a faculty member wanting to use
his desktop computer to serve CoWebs.
The cross-platform nature of Squeak made it possible to
offer CoWeb serving on virtually any platform on the fac-
ulty member’s desk, but the fairly arcane knowledge of
Smalltalk required to set up the server initially was a limit-
ing factor. The administrator does not want to be an expert
on the underlying technology; he does not want to know
about HTTP, special directories, or other issues of concern
to someone setting up a traditional webserver, like Apache.
The administrator just wants to know how to start/stop the
server, create new CoWebs, and find out their URLs.
Over the last two years, we have created a succession of
documentation and of administration utilities to meet the
concerns and activities of this role. The important goal has
been to make Squeak virtually invisible to the administra-
tor. Setting up and configuring the CoWeb is done entirely
through the web browser, which is what the administrator
really cares about; he simply starts the server executable
and goes to the admin(istrator) CoWeb to manage his site.
Support Staff
Far before the tenth webserver went into use, we realized
the complexity of our own role in supporting multiple
CoWeb servers, each serving multiple CoWebs. Our con-
cern was for the stability, maintainability, and robustness of
the servers, and our ability to respond to problems. Our
concerns were, in some sense, completely separate from
issues of the CoWeb itself, yet our role was to be expected
when a technology like the CoWeb becomes as pervasive as
it has at Georgia Tech.
There are various technologies that are useful for these pur-
poses. For some of our concerns, we used existing technol-
ogies; for others, we developed our own. We created a
“Swiki Spy” to regularly monitor the servers and report any
problems. CoWebs can inherit features and properties from
other CoWebs; this aided not just the site designers but also
the support staff, as it allowed us to modify just a few
CoWebs during maintenance and upgrade, allowing the
improvements to trickle down to all the other CoWebs on
that site.



CONCLUSIONS: SUPPORTING DIFFERENT ROLES IN 
AN OPEN ENVIRONMENT
As our roles are largely social, we expect that they are com-
mon in the growth of collaborative technologies, and our
strategies for meeting the needs are transferable to other
settings (see Table 1). We are encouraged in this position by
two findings. First, Smith, Hixon, and Horan identify simi-
lar roles in Kansas (a synchronous small-group collabora-
tion tool) as we identify here in CoWeb (an asynchronous
large-group collaboration tool) [11]. Second, Nardi notes
similar definition of roles in end-user programming of
spreadsheets (a very different kind of technology) [8]. As
collaboration is becoming more prevalent in both education
and the workplace, new tools will be necessary to enable
this interaction. CoWeb is such a tool, albeit asynchronous
and only supporting on-line interaction. We predict that
many of our roles will transfer to other collaborative sce-
narios (non-educational and non-academic contexts, differ-
ent synchronicity, and other environments).
Although some of the roles that we found were obvious to
us going in (authors, support staff), others (central users,
peripheral users) did not appear until later in the software
development and usage. Other findings, such as the impor-
tance of a central user and the divergence of purpose agent
and central user surprised us. Using the CoWeb in different
domains, creating new applications with it, and evolving
the software in an open-source community has given us an
insight into what the needs of a wide variety of users are.
Adding new features to meet some of their needs has
allowed even more users to become involved. Most features
we created ended up serving more than one need across
several roles and even generated new usage. That usage in
turn created the opportunity for other users to emerge. By
constantly having user feedback, we were able to develop
the software to fit the needs of the actual users, some of
whom we would not have envisioned without this develop-
ment cycle. This iterative design methodology allowed us
to evolve a flexible open-ended collaboration tool that is
quite popular and works in a variety of contexts.
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